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What is this report about?

With 70% of adults accessing the internet over a broadband line, the UK is increasingly
connected. This has created a mass-market audience which internet TV has the potential to
exploit. However, while the sector has enjoyed increased exposure because of high-profile
launches such as the BBC iPlayer, it still faces a number of challenges.

Research for this report, for example, shows that internet TV is still mainly for occasional
use (essentially a stopgap for missing a show on the regular set). At the same time, paid-for
operators face significant challenges selling internet TV, especially in a market in which there
are so many free alternatives.

What have we found out?

• PCs and laptops dominate as the preferred medium for watching internet
TV, by 83% of viewers. However, usage is likely to migrate away from
computers to living room sets with the launch of Project Canvas and
Google TV in 2011.

• A quarter of internet TV viewers say the size of their PC screen puts them
off viewing more. This is likely to be due to the falling cost of larger screen
monitors, making big-screen web TV viewing a reality for the mass-market.

• Only 19% of internet TV users watch via games consoles. New motion
controlled systems for the Xbox 360 and PS3 are likely to grow the appeal
of watching this way, reinforced by the sophisticated audio and video
capabilities of the consoles.

• The majority of internet TV viewers are motivated to watch because they’ve
missed something on regular TV (70%). This is underlined by research
that shows catch up TV (rather than live) are the most popular destination
for viewers

• With the majority internet TV users accessing free sites (such as the BBC
iPlayer, used by 60% of viewers), it’s perhaps unsurprising that 45% of
internet TV viewers would never consider paying for content online.

• Despite the wide range of internet TV sites available on the market, only
11% of online viewers say they are motivated to watch due to the variety
the medium offers. This could be because the most popular sites tend not
to show exclusive content.
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